**SmofKabiven® DIRECTIONS FOR ACTIVATING THE BAG**

**SmofKabiven®** (3.8% Lipid Injectable Emulsion, 5.1% Amino Acids with/without 0.7% Electrolytes, 12.7% Dextrose; w/v.)

caring for life

---

**ACTIVATE BAG**

- Place bag on a clean, flat surface with text side up and ports pointing away from you.
- Roll tightly from top of bag toward ports (3-4).

**INSPECT BAG TO CONFIRM ACTIVATION**

- An activated bag has both vertical seals broken from bends to ports and entire contents are white.

**MAKE ADDITIONS (if prescribed)**

- After both vertical seals are broken, mix contents thoroughly by inverting the bag at least three times to ensure a homogenous mixture.

**WARNING:** Ensure additives are compatible.

- Immediately before injecting additives, break off the WHITE tab on the additive port with the arrow pointing toward the bag (7).
- Hold base of additive port horizontally, insert the needle through the center of the additive port’s septum and inject the additives with known compatibility (8).

**SPIKE AND HANG BAG**

- Place the activated bag on a clean and flat surface.
- Break off the BLUE tab on the infusion port with the arrow pointing away from the bag (9).

---

**NOTE:** Both vertical seals must be broken from bends to ports. Upper section of vertical seals and horizontal seal may remain unbroken.

**NOTE:** The membrane of the additive port is sterile for first use. Use aseptic technique for subsequent additions. The septum can be pierced no more than 10 times with the recommended needle size 18 - 23G 1 1/2 inches (40mm).

**NOTE:** Use an infusion set with a 1.2 micron in-line filter.

**NOTE:** The Product Monograph is also available by calling Fresenius Kabi Canada Customer Service at 1-877-821-7724.

---

To order, call: Fresenius Kabi Canada Customer Service at 1-877-821-7724.

Medical Information can also be reached at Canada_medinfo@fresenius-kabi.com
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NOTE: Both vertical seals must be broken from bends to ports. Upper section of vertical seals and horizontal seal may remain unbroken.

NOTE: SmoFKabiven® is a three chamber bag
• One chamber is WHITE
• Two chambers are CLEAR

DISCERN BAG IF:
• Overwrap is OPENED or DAMAGED
• More than one chamber is WHITE
• Solution is YELLOW
• Seals are already BROKEN

To order, call: Fresenius Kabi Canada Customer Service at 1-877-821-7724.
Medical Information can also be reached at Canada_medinfo@fresenius-kabi.com
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DIRECTIONS FOR ACTIVATING THE BAG
(3.8% Lipid Injectable Emulsion, 5.1% Amino Acids with/without 0.7% Electrolytes, 12.7% Dextrose; w/v.)

ACTIVATE BAG
• Place bag on a clean, flat surface with text side up and ports pointing away from you
  • Roll tightly from top of bag toward ports (3-4)

INSPECT BAG TO CONFIRM ACTIVATION
• An activated bag has both vertical seals broken from bends to ports and entire contents are white

NOTE: After both vertical seals are broken, mix contents thoroughly by inverting the bag at least three times to ensure a homogenous mixture

MAKE ADDITIONS (if prescribed)

WARNING: Ensure additives are compatible
• Immediately before injecting additives, break off the WHITE tab on the additive port with the arrow pointing toward the bag (7)
• Hold base of additive port horizontally, insert the needle through the center of the additive port’s septum and inject the additives with known compatibility (8)
• Mix thoroughly after each addition

SPike and hang bag
• Place the activated bag on a clean and flat surface
• Break off the BLUE tab on the infusion port with the arrow pointing away from the bag (9)

NOTE: Use an infusion set with a 1.2 micron in-line filter. Use infusion sets (according to ISO number 8536-4) with an external spike diameter of 5.5 - 5.7mm

NOTE: The membrane of the additive port is sterile for first use. Use aseptic technique for subsequent additions. The septum can be pierced no more than 10 times with the recommended needle size 18 - 23G 1 1/2 inches (40mm).

NOTE: The Product Monograph at www.fresenius-kabi.ca for important information on contraindications, warnings, precautions, adverse reactions, interactions, dosing and conditions of clinical use.

The Product Monograph is also available by calling Fresenius Kabi Canada Customer Service at 1-877-821-7724.